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Note: Not Financial Advice

How many of you are gamers and/or streamers trying to get your passion off the
ground. Or maybe you’ve been streaming for a while but you're looking for that extra little
scratch of income boost. Maybe you’re the everyday investor looking for that next big deal.
Well, FireFlame Inu, LLC has got you covered. We are here to provide support for the dreamer
to be able to chase their passion. This is to bring you passive income for generations to come.
FireFlame Inu, is a deflationary token on the Binance Smart Chain. Will be available immediately
at launch on pancakeswap.finance. Let me tell you what makes us different from the rest. Not
only are we a creator token to support streamers and your everyday artist. But we are also
launching as a business itself. You will see a link on the site for shopping for merchandise.
Whether it's related to the token or its creative art. This will be available for shopping few
weeks after launch.
Our team is fully doxed, if you would like to know more about us then feel free to reach
out, we are very open and don’t mind. We originally weren’t going to dox until 5,000 holders
but due to recent events with another community we felt it was only right to do so.

Tokenomics

Redistribution of 6%, so just for holding FireFlame in your wallet you are gaining tokens
without having to buy more. We have a 6% burn mechanism in place on every transaction.
Burning a certain amount means that they are being sent to a dead address that nobody has
access to. They cannot be sold or transferred from that wallet. To us it only seems right to have
a liquidity tax of 6%. That way as we are moving forward a certain amount goes back to the
liquidity pool for the next investor in line. Now here’s a little something extra for you guys. We
are always worried about “RUGPULLS” correct? Well, this token is completely a communitybased project. There is no DEV wallet per say. No dev tax or charity tax. Liquidity will be 100%
locked away for 666 years. Never to be accessed for generations to come. The remaining
balance that’s in the wallet that creates this token will be for airdrops and for promotional
needs. Once we reach 2 weeks after launch just to add to the investor's safety, we will be
Renouncing Ownership. That gives us enough time to make sure everything is working as it
should be.

As we progress, we will be applying for listings. First intentions are to be on cg/cmc by
the time we reach week 1. We are shooting for at least 1,500 holders with some diamond
hands. As for the team, we are currently looking for developers for future developments we
are going to be doing. So, if you are just getting out of college and would like to join our team
for your first project then feel free to reach out. If you have experience with game
development, we are interested in speaking with you to. Come join the team and let's create
something beautiful. As for NFT Marketplace it will launch with NFT’s that coincide with the
creation of our game. We will be giving away 500 out of 1,000 creations to members of the
community.

I feel as if we shouldn’t have to say but we do. Never invest anything that you feel you
can’t take out back and throw in the burn barrel. Always do your own research when investing
any project. Never give out your pass phrase to your wallet neither. We have seen a lot of
people lately getting scammed and we would hate for that to be one of you. “As a community
we stand strong. Divided we all fall”. So, let's stand together and hold strong. Together we can
accomplish the impossible.

Roadmap

Phase 1
•

Presale (starting November 11-30)

•

Launch on Nov 30

•

Airdrops to Presale participants

•

1,000 holders

•

Cmc/cg Listing

•

Coinsniper Listing

Phase 2
•

2,500 holders

•

Gamer/Streamer Partnerships

•

Youtube sponsors

•

(5) 100 trillion giveaways

Phase 3
•

5,000 holders

•

1 quad giveaway split between 5 holders

•

Update community on development of Wallet/Dex

•

Hotbit Listing application

Phase 4
•

We are on fire 10,000 holders

•

Expansion of Dev team for development of Future game. (you guys wouldn’t
believe the plan we have for this).

Phase 5
•

To be added to in the near future as we expand and grow

